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INTRODUCTION
Praise be to God, Lord of the Worlds, for success and blessings, and prayers and
peace be upon the most honorable of all creation, our Prophet Muhammad (may
God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family) , and upon his good
and.pure family (peace be upon them) until the Day of Judgment.
As for what follows, the Commander of the Faithful, Ali bin Abi Talib,
isconsideredThe second man in Islam after the Messenger Muhammad (may
God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family) , he is his guardian,
cousin and son-inlaw, and his personality and existence are among the wonders
known to mankind. We have to study an important aspect of its many aspects,
which is the knowledge of the unseen that he learned from the Messenger of
God (may God bless him and his family and grant them peace) , for he
showed it to the lover and the hated, and in order not to get out of our topic we
touched on his unseen to those who oppose him, where he told them what is
absent from them and they did not realize it. He revealed many matters to them,
the most prominent of which was his knowledge of what was within them, so
he revealed it to them and in front of the public. And from them occurred after
a period of time , and as for the goal of our study, to show the unseen side that
he revealed to his opponents, as he explained to these violators a number of facts
that did not happen, so he mentioned them to them to be evidence, as he
specified the time and place for the occurrence of those unseen, and also proved
to them that he is the Caliph and the Guardian The legitimate authority of the
Messenger of God(may God bless him and his family and grant them peace)
, through his sincerity of what he says.
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Mysteries of the Commander of the Faithful Ali He singled out his opponents:
The Commander of the Faithful, Ali, mentioned lot of news about those who
violated it, and that news were predictions and came true, describing what will
happen to them and what the future holds for them, and it actually happens, and
among the most prominent of that unseen news we will talk about successively,
which are as follows:
1- Prophecy of the Commander of the Faithful Ali That - Muawiyah bin Abi
Sufyan will rule after him:
Various sources have mentioned on the authority of the Commander of the
Faithful Ali (( He addresses his companions and informs them of what will
happen after him, and he mentions to them that a man will appear over you after
me, who will open up the pharynx and will be crushed
.[1]) The belly, eats everything it finds and is not satisfied, so kill it and I know
that you will not kill it, so it becomes a king over you and orders you to enslave
me, as it asks you to absolve me from me. As you know, I was born on the
natural instinct, and I preceded you to Islam as I preceded me to the emigration)
.[2]
Indeed, what the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, told him happened ((After the
martyrdom of the Commander of the Faithful Ali, In the year 40 AH, Muawiyah
bin Abi Sufyan became the ruler in the year 41 AH and took)) Damascus as a
center for his rule, so he was the first Umayyad to rule
([3] And in another narration, when the Commander of the Faithful Ali In two
rows to fight Mu`awiyah, he heard a noise in his camp, so when he asked about
the reason for that, they told him that Mu`awiyah had died, so the Commander
of the Faithful Ali told them ((By God, Muawiyah will not die until this nation
gathers against him, so they asked him about the secret of his fighting, so the
Commander of the Faithful, Ali, told them ((I seek an excuse
between me and my Lord God Almighty.[4]
And in another narration, Muawiyah sent some of his companions to Kufa to
spread the news of Muawiyah’s death, and the news spread throughout Kufa
and there was a lot of talk about it until it reached the Commander of the Faithful
Ali, ((So, the Commander of the Faithful, Ali( From his seat, he ascended the
pulpit of the Messenger of God (may God bless him and his family and grant
them peace) and address the people, and he informed them that there is a lot of
talk among you about Muawiyah, and by the One in whose hand is my soul,
Muawiyah does not die until he possesses what is under my feet Whoever.
spreads the news among you, in order to know, confirm, and be certain of what
I have about him, and to show who is about him in the future, for Ibn Sakhr does
not die until he has the rule of this nation and does such and such and he started
telling the people what Muawiyah would be, so they were some of the people
of Kufa in contact secretly with Muawiyah, so they told him what the
Commander of the Faithful Ali had said About him, and as the days. passed,
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until what he was told about happened ([5] There is another narration, in which
the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, mentions ((On the authority of Muawiyah,
where he tells his companions that Ibn Hind will not die until he hangs the cross
around his neck, so it was as the Commander of the Faithful Ali mentioned))
[6].
2-News of the Commander of the Faithful Ali (( About Talha ([7] () ]and alZubayr[8] :
There are many reports in the sources of history about Talha and al- Zubayr and
their strife with the Commander of the Faithful, Ali Where it is mentioned that
Talha and Al-Zubayr came to the Commander of the Faithful Ali (Ali) A few
days after they pledged allegiance to him, and the two complained about the
lack of bids, the response of the Commander of the Faithful to me was ((On
them, I stipulated that I would not give to one without the other, and I divided
the money equally, and after a discussion between them, the Commander of the
Faithful asked Ali To leave, so they asked him to allow them to go to Umrah,
so he answered their request, andtold them that I know that you will not go to
Umrah, and that you both wanttreachery and sedition. Caliphate of the
Commander of the Faithful AliTalhaand al-Zubayr went out and did as the
Commander of the Faithful Ali had predicted. ( So, he treacherously spread
sedition among the ranks of the Muslims [9].
And in another narration on the authority of Imam al-Baqir ((It was narrated
that Talha and al-Zubayr entered upon the Commander of the Faithful, Ali And
they asked him to authorize them to perform Umrah, so he told them that they
wanted Basra, but they denied that and swore that they intended to Umrah, so
he took a covenant and covenant with them that they would not break their
pledge and not go to a place other than Umrah and then return to it, so the two
men were given that covenant and covenant, so he gave them permission to go,
and what that they went out until they went to Basra[10] .and it was as the
Commander of the Faithful Ali told them ((These two narrations have clarified
to us, metaphysical news of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali Through his
knowledge of what these twomen, Talha and al-Zubayr, were hiding, he showed
them their bad intentions. We find him once describing them as people of
treachery and others as people of sedition.)) They wanted Basra, so what was
hidden actually happened, sothey betrayed and tempted and went to Basra and
revealed to the people their sick orientations and goals (Alakrash et. al 2021).
3-The news of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali Disease Anas bin Malik
[11] :
It was narrated that the Commander of the Faithful Ali ((Speeches by people in
the mosque of Kufa and mentioned the inauguration of the ProphetMuhammad(
may Allah bless him and God and peace) tohim on the state and said
herspeech, witnessed men , many among the audience , most of them
supporters,and Anas bin Malik among those present did not witness Ptnsb
Prophet Muhammad( may Allah bless him and God and peace (for the
Commander of the Faithful,AliAfter him, the Commander of the Faithful, Ali,
looked at him And heasked him, Anas, why did you not testify as others did?
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Anas replied, “I have grown old and become forgetful.” TheCommander of the
Faithful, Ali, replied:(If you are a liar, then God Almighty will strike you with
leprosy that theturban does not hide, and as the days passed, they found a person
who had been afflicted with leprosy and could not hide it[12].
And in another narration on the authority of Anas, in which it is mentioned, that
the Commander of the Faithful, Ali ((He sent Anas bin Malik to Talha andAlZubayr to remind them of what he had heard from the Messenger of God(may
God bless him and his family and grant them peace)about the Commander
of the Faithful, Ali.( And whoever disagrees with him where he is, and he
reminds them ofwhat the Messenger Muhammad(peace and blessings of God
be upon him and his family) told them about this time in which they are in,
may they return to their senses, soAnas hesitated and turned from his way and
returned to the Commander ofthe Faithful Ali ( (Then the Commander of the
Faithful, Ali, asked him ))Why did I go back? Did I tell them he meant Talha
and Al-Zubayr? Then Anas answered him that I forgot what the Messenger
Muhammad (peace and blessings ofGod be upon him and his family) had
talked about them. I promised to you. The Commander of the Faithful Ali
replied:( If you are as you claim, then there isnothing wrong with you, and if
you are lying, then God will strike you with abright white leprosy that your
turban does not hide before you die, so God will answer the prayer of the
Commander of the Faithful on me That Anas was afflicted with leprosy, so he
wanted to hide it with his turban, but he could not Although the two narrations
differ in some of their content, they confirm that Anas bin Malik was afflicted
with leprosy, and this is from the unseen news of the Commander of the
Faithful, Ali.(, where he predicted Anas disease and it happened[13].
4-News of the Commander of the Faithful Ali On the authority of Marwan
bin Al-Hakam [14] And his children:
Narrated on the authority of Imam Zayn al-Abidin ((When the Commanderof
the Faithful Ali was (In Basra, the Battle of the Camel took place [15] Theyfled
in front of him, and a man from among the companions of theCommander of
the Faithful, Ali, shouted that the Commander of theFaithful Ali He
recommends that you do not kill a mastermind or a wounded person, and
whoever closes his door is safe, and whoever leaves hisweapons is safe, and
when he won them and God helped them over them, Abdullah bin Al-Abbas
came to the Commander of the Faithful Ali Andhe asked to take care of his
needs, so the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, toldhim ((Do you know your need
and for which you came to me, do you wantsafety for Ibn Al-Hakam? So Ibn
Abbas asked for security for him, so hesecured him. Then Ibn Abbas mentioned
that Marwan wanted to pledge allegiance to you, so the Commander of the
Faithful Ali ordered him)) to be brought up [16].
In order to make him aware of everyone who was on the side,
Ibn Abbas went and brought him with a chainsaw, so he extended his hand at
the hand of the Commander of the Faithful Ali (Ali)( So we put it down,
describing it with the Jewish hand, and if you pledged allegiance twenty times,
you would have broken your hand, O Ibn Marwan, and come tell you, O
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IbnMarwan, as if you were afraid for your head to fall into this turmoil. , and
then her family Stsagon Cup humiliation and humiliation[17].
And by mistake, what the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, was told, happened.
The son of the referee and his sons, he takes over the rule of theUmayyad
caliphate in 65 AH, and became the first successor Marouane did not continue
to succession not a few months until he was killed, and then received his son
Abdul Malik bin Marwan succession after him, and became a moving power
bin Almarwanyen, and the nation saw them murder and destruction in Basra and
Kufa and throughout the Islamic Ummah[18].
We find in this narration, metaphysical news of the Commander of theFaithful,
Ali From it, when Ibn Abbas came to seek safety for Ibn al-Hakam,then the
Commander of the Faithful, Ali, recognized him ((Before he askedfor his need,
and also when he saw Ibn al-Hakam afraid for himself of death, the Commander
of the Faithful Ali told him )) You will not die now until you and your sons rule
this nation and see from you the worst methods, injustice and abuse, for these
news are from the knowledge of the unseen.
5-The supplication of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali The secret bin
Ortoh[19] :
Some historical sources mentioned the story of Bisr bin Arta, who was oneof
the leaders who was employed by Muawiyah bin Abi Sufyan during thedays of
the caliphate of the Commander of the Faithful Ali ((It is mentionedthat
Muawiyah sent Sir Bin Arta’ to Yemen, and he killed a group of the Shiitesof
the Commander of the Faithful Ali He oppressed everyone whofound him on
his way, until it was said that two young boys, the sons of Ubayd Allah bin AlAbbas, were buried alive, so news reached the Commander of theFaithful, Ali
So he grieved greatly and sent an army to Yemen, and he fled insecret, so the
Commander of the Faithful, Ali, prayed for him ((And he askedGod Almighty
to rob him of his religion and his mind after he sold the secret of religion for the
world, and this happened to him as a result of the prayer of theCommander of
the Faithful Ali He lost his mind and started wandering in the alleys and
neighborhoods with a sword made of wood in his hand to play with, and he
remained in this condition until he died[20].
The supplication of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali((Ali Bisr ibn Arta’ is
explained in the inner mind, for he knows that he will lose his mind, and
theevidence for that is the specification of his request in supplication for him,
and this is one of the ways and means that we find with the prophets, messengers
and guardians to show their argument against the servants of God, supplication
from them is answered and they know that and it is one of the unseen matters
that Enjoyed by the Commander of the Faithful Ali )), and the striking force of
his enemies.
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6-The knowledge of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali The fate of the son
Alkuae[21] :
It was narrated on the authority of Al-Asbagh bin Nabata that Ibn al-Kawa’was
in the mosque of Kufa and the Commander of the Faithful, Ali ((On thepulpit
of the Messenger of God(God prays on him)
He was addressing the people, soIbn al-Kawa’ asked him about the
interpretation of the Almighty’s verse:.Say:Shall We inform you of the lost in
deeds[22] , then the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, explained to him ((The
verse and the content of its interpretation, that the Jews and Christians are the
owners of the book, andthey were right, so they manifested heresies in their
religion without realizing, and they see that it is the best work by what they did,
but they disbelieved and turned away from the religion of God, then the
Commander of the Faithful came down on me )) From the pulpit, he struck Ibn
al-Kawwa’s hand on hisshoulder, and told him that you are far from the people
of Nahrawan, so Ibnal-Kawa’a panicked and started repeating, “I do not want
anyone but you, andI do not ask anyone besides you. You were asking and
wanting the Commander of the Faithful Ali And today we find you fighting him,
so they left him and it was only moments until Ibn al-Kawwa was killed[23].It
is mentioned that Ibn al-Kawwa was a lot of forms and questions to
theCommander of the Faithful Ali (Ali)( And despite deceiving people that he
is abeliever, he clashed with the imam of the pious and the leader of the
righteous, Ali bin Abi Talib.( So he revealed to the people his falsehood andhis
whims and that he would be one of the companions of Nahrawan who rebelled
against their ruler, so he denied and it was only a few days until the truth
appeared.
7-Prophecy of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali with the breast[24] :
When the Commander of the Faithful directed Ali ((To fight the Kharijiteson
the day of Nahrawan, he told his companions that among them was a manwho
had breasts in his hand like a woman’s, for he is the most evil of them in
character and character, and that those who fight them are the closest of creation
to God Almighty, and if you were not arrogant in their fight and your resolve
was less, I would have informed you on the tongue of the Messenger
ofGod(may God bless him and his family and grant them peace).
Who is fighting them, when the Commander of the Faithful Ali finished them
((And he killed them, he askedhis companions to search for the owner of the
breast, so they went and then came back and told him they did not find him, so
he ordered them to search again, and they returned as the first and told the
Commander of the Faithful Ali ((They did not find him, so the Commander of
the Faithful swore to me ))By God, I neither lied nor lied, they searched for him,
so they went and found him among the dead in the mud and brought him, so
when the Commander of the Faithful Ali looked at him ((Enlarge, and told his
companions to combat them Mstbesra it and knowing the right where we are In
this narration we find the accuracy of the news of the Commander of the Faithful
Ali )) [25 ] The unseen and his knowledge of what is going on, despite
therepeated searches for Dhul-Thamdah and that he does not exist, he assured
them in three places that he was with them killed, and this insistence on the part
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of the Commander of the Faithful Ali It was as if he saw him amongthe dead,
but he wanted to be brought by the people in order to show hisargument after
all these events and doubts in their fight, so God made it clearto him and they
brought him, so he thanked God Almighty for His blessings upon him.
8-Prophecy of the Commander of the Faithful Ali that Omar Hussain will be
killed bin Saad[26] :
Al-Asbagh bin Nabatah narrated that the Commander of the Faithful, Ali was
in the Kufa mosque, addressing the people from the pulpit of the Messenger of
God(may God bless him and his family and grant them peace), and he would
mention the famous phrase: Ask me before you lost me? So Saad bin
AbiWaqqas stood up to him and asked him about the number of hairs on his
headend beard, and the Commander of the Faithful Ali answered him ((The root
of every hair on your head and beard is a demon, and I was waiting for your
question, and by God, my beloved Messenger of God (may God’s prayers and
peace beupon him and his family)told me about you and this question of
yours, and I know that in your house arrogance will kill my son Hussein. [27],
Even if this question is considered proof of Onbik him, but Ayati about it what
I told him about the cursed Schlk, mentions that Omar bin Saad was small ,
which meant the And as the years passed, Omar bin Saad stood in the face
ofImam Al-Hussein ((On his way to Kufa, where Ibn Sa`d was the commander
of the army of misguidance, he killed al-Husayn and his family. People hated
him for doing this [28] In another narration mentioned, Ubaidullah bin Ziyad
asked Omar bin Saadto suffice him and save him from Imam Hussein ((In order
for him not to reach Kufa, he decided to stop Ibn Sa`d and to excuse him from
fighting ImamHusayn ((To Be Ibn Ziad insisted to get rid of Imam Hussein))
By anymeans whatsoever, and before this meeting, Ibn Sa`d appointed the
governor of Al-Rayy[29].
And the like, and Ibn Ziyad chose him between the two matters.
As for fighting al-Husayn ((Or he was dismissed from Rayy, so Ibn Saad
askedto give him some time and give him a night to think, so Ibn Ziyad granted
him, and Ibn Saad settled on the mandate of Ray in return for his fight against
Hussein)) He came to him the next morning and informed Ibn Ziyad that he was
ready to fight al-Husayn. (Narrated Muhammad bin Sirin And others [30], the
dignity of the Commander of the Faithful has appeared. Ibn Saad, the
Commander of the Faithful saw ((Omar bin Saad one day on his way, and
toldhim how you are if he chooses you between Heaven and Hell, and you
choose Hell[31].The news of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, has come true.
Ibn Saad,and his heinous act by killing the son of the daughter of the Messenger
of God(may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family)The
number of his hair and his
beard’s strength from this hair on the one hand, and his telling to Ibn Saad how
the son of Paradise and Hell can choose and choose Hell over Paradise on the
other hand, and both of them are from the news of the knowledge of the unseen
that the Commander of the Faithful Ali revealed for people.
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9-The occultations of Imam AliOn the authority of Khalid bin Arfata [32] and
Habib bin Jammaz[33] :
It was narrated on the authority of Suwaid bin Ghaflah[34] A narration inwhich
he is mentioned, I was sitting with the Commander of the Faithful AliThen a
man came and told the Commander of the Faithful, Ali I came toyou from Wadi
Al-Qura and that Khalid bin Arfata had died. The Commander of the Faithful,
Ali, replied: That Khalid did not die, so the man repeated history, and the
Commander of the Faithful, Ali, replied; As in the first, the man marveled at the
insistence of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali ((Herold you that he died, did
you answer me, did he not die? Then the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, told
him By the One in Whose Hand is my soul, he did not die until he was the leader
of the army of injustice and misguidance, and he carried the banner of his army,
Habib bin Jammaz, so the people were astonished and the news reached Habib,
who came to the Commander of the Faithful Ali Hastening to verify the news,
when the Commander of the Faithful Ali saw He claimed that he was one of his
followers, and this matter does not happen, so the Commander of the Faithful,
Ali, answered him The banner of unbelief and polytheism will be carried, so
Habib departed, and as the days passed, Omar bin Saad turned to fight Imam
Hussain.( So Khalid bin Arfata was placed at the front of the army, and his
banner was carried by Habib bin Jammaz, and they fought Imam Al-HussainHe
was martyred, and this news was one of the evidence and wonders for the
Commander of the Faithful, Ali[35].
10-The news of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali Hasan al - Basri[36] :
He mentioned that the Commander of the Faithful Ali ((Al-Hasan Al-Basrisaw
performing ablution in a water fountain, so the Commander of the Faithful, Ali,
ordered him)) To perfect his purification and attributes, O my sword. Al-Hasan
Al-Basri replied: Yesterday, I killed men who were perfectingtheir ablution.
The Commander of the Faithful, Ali, replied; Are you sad forthem? Then he
replied, “Yes.” Then the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, told him ((God will
prolong your grief, so he remembers Ayyub al-Sijistani [37] Wedid not see AlHasan Al-Basri but sad, as if he was returning from the burial ofa loved one.
His mother had given him this name when he was young, and no one knew that
title before the Commander of the Faithful Ali described him [38]. In this
narration, there is a hidden knowledge of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali
and there are two types in terms of time, the past, which is his knowledge of the
title of Hassan Al-Basri, which his mother used to call him when he was young
and no one knows him, and the second is the knowledge of the future unseen
with his news.
11-News of the Commander of the Faithful Ali ) On the authority of AlHajjaj bin Yusuf Al-Thaqafi :
It was narrated that Al-Ash’ath bin Qays[39] He came to the Commander ofthe
Faithful, Ali protesting against him, Qanbar stopped him ((He wasprevented
from entering, so Al-Ash’ath hit Qanbar until his nose bled, and hetalked a lot
until the Commander of the Faithful Ali came out ((And Malik asked him, and
he meant Qanbar, O Ashath, and what was the reason for your coming, and by
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God, if you were in the era of Abd Thaqif, you would not have done this or
harassed him, and your hair would have shivered from him in fear and
humiliation, so the people asked the Commander of the Faithful Ali ))Abd Thief
mentioned by the tousled ?, Ghulam answered them among Thaqeef seizes Iraq
, nor the house of the stomachs of the Arabs leaves and notto enter it and
humiliation, they asked him how much it will rule ?, He answered twenty years
Sabulgha[40].In another narration, the Commander of the Faithful Ali (( He
addressed the people, so he mentioned to them the pilgrims, and he began to
show what atrocities he would do, and he called him the Commander of the
Faithful Ali ))with my father and wadha[41] And that this boy inclined to lusts
will rule over you, and he will eat what you sow, and he will melt your fat from
hunger, injustice and abuse. (He will die of stomach disease against his will,
and his bed will be punctured from the large number of what comes out of his
stomach, and it is mentioned that if the pilgrims saw a beetle approaching him,
he would order his servants to remove it, and he would describe it with edema
and that it was slain by Satan. in the ground and pinch him, and then threw his
hand from the pinch until this beetle was one of the causes of his death These
narrations carried the unseen knowledge of Imam Ali , Pilgrims[42].sentenced
Iraq, showed humiliation and shame on the people of Iraq, and the title given to
him by Commander of the Faithful AliIn Abu Wadhah, it wasn’t arbitrary,
rather it was famous for al-Hajjaj, and the last news about how he died and his
accurate description of the work and life of al-Hajjaj by the Commander of the
Faithful Ali, all of which indicate the unseen knowledge of the Commander of
the Faithful, Ali.
12-The news of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali About I live alone[43] :
Roy Ismail bin Please[44], was the Commander of the Faithful, Ali Headdresses
the people and mentions some of the epics and temptations that willoccur in the
future, so he came up to him and dined with his family, and hewas at that time
a young boy, so the Commander of the Faithful called Ali How does this talk of
yours resemble a superstition? The Commander of the Faithful, Ali, replied to
him If you are a sinner in what you said without knowing, then God Almighty
will throw you with a cultured boy, so the attendees asked about a Thaqeef boy?,
and the Commander of the Faithful Ali answered them He will rule this country
of yours, and he will not leave disobedience without committing it, and this boy
will strike, meaning I dine with his family with his sword, so Ismail bin Raja’
is mentioned by God that I saw with my own eyes a family of prisoners who
were captured by al-Hajjajfrom the army of Abd al-Rahman bin Muhammad
[45] .Then he brought the dinner in front of the pilgrims and reprimanded him,
and mentioned to him the poetry with which Abd al-Rahman was inciting to
fight, so he struck his neck with his sword in the assembly in front of the
public[46]..The Commander of the Faithful, Ali He knows what was and will
be and mentions that always and again, when the Islamic nation is exposed to
an accident or ordeal, the Commander of the Faithful Ali addresses it And his
proof is proven in every event or place, so we find here in the narration, for
example, the knowledge of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali about the fate
of every individual who lived in his time or in another time, but his knowledge
did not appear for the course of life, while we find that his knowledge appears
to those who have been confused or opposed in opinion and direction to be an
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example to others and a guide to others so that no one dares to confront their
time )And the best evidence for his words is to dine with his family, for it was
realized that `Asha fell in the hands of al-Hajjaj and killed him with his sword,
as the Commander of the Faithful Ali told him.
13-Knowing the Commander of the Faithful, Ali With Muawiyah's spy:
Al-Asbagh bin Nabata narrated that the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, ((He
was sitting among his companions, then a man came to him and mentioned that
he was one of the subjects of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali Andfrom the
people of this country, meaning Kufa, the Commander of the Faithful, Ali,
replied to him You were not from my people or from this country, but you came
from Syria, you were sent by Muawiyah, and the reason for your coming to us
is the letters of Ibn al-Asfar[47] who sent it to Muawiyah and I worried him, so
I came looking for the answer, so the man was surprised anddid not deny the
words of the Commander of the Faithful Ali And he believedhim and told the
Commander of the Faithful, Ali Sent me Sid secretly andyou knew that,
Commander of the Faithful to His viewTo his son, Al-Hassan ((to answer the
questions , so the man went and started asking))He answers until he completes
his questions, so the man wrote the answers and we went back to Muawiyah, so
Muawiyah sent him to Ibn al-Asfar with the answer to his questions. prophecy
[48]. In this narration there are many metaphysical news, including the
knowledge of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali)) That the man was not from
the people or from the country, but came from Syria, and his knowledge that he
was sent by Muawiyah, and also his knowledge of the reason for the man’s
arrival, as Ibn al-As far sent letters to Muawiyah, and the man came for her.
14-Knowing the Commander of the Faithful, Ali The man who wants to
deceive him:
It is mentioned that the Commander of the Faithful Ali He asked God to attend
a trustworthy man who would go to Mada’in and send with him money to his
flock there, when he whispered to himself that the Commander ofthe Faithful,
Ali, would come and informs him that he will go to Al-Mada’in,and he will send
the money with me, and that the Commander of the Faithfulis Ali He trusts me,
so if he sends money with me, I will take it and take the road to Sham, so he
came to the Commander of the Faithful, Ali And he told him that he was going
to Al-Madain, so he sent me the money if you wanted, so the Commander of
the Faithful raised Ali His head and tell him you want to take the money and
take it to Syria to Muawiyah. He got out of my face and the man left[49].
CONCLUSION
At the end of our study of this research, it became clear to us that the
Commander of the Faithful Ali He showed the unseen and the predictions to
those who opposed him in his succession, he told them by direct and indirect
ways, where he would meet with one of them and tell him what is inside him of
hatred and hate or what he will have in the future, and he was aware of their
malicious and bad intentions, so he stood in their face and warned some of them
about what they were planning , including prediction Some of them would break
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their pledge of allegiance, so it actually happened and the most prominent of
those who violated Talha and Al-Zubayr and knew where they were going, and
also prophesied to some of them that they would be against him in the coming
days, and this unseen matter occurred during his wars, and some of them
predicted that they would rule and corrupt the country and the servants, and he
was referring to the Umayyads and the Marwanites. , another news that all took
place in the times that the Commander of the Faithful Ali referred to, as it makes
clear to us that the Commander of the Faithful, Ali, Is E. Mam infallible does
not sin, it is outstanding and the conciliator and his knowledge of God, and also
complements the biography approach the Messenger of Allah
(Allah bless him and God and peace) at various levels, including the
knowledge of the unseen as it was the Messenger of Allah
(Allah bless him and God and peace) knows the unseen The Commander of
the Faithful, Ali He is his guardian and successor, and the proof of God on his
language .
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Camel in the year 36 AH. See: IbnSaad, Muhammad Ibn Manea (d. 230
AH), Al-Tabaqat Al-Kubra, investigation: AliMuhammad, Al-Khanji
Library, I 1, (Cairo, 1421 AH), part 3. , p. 100; Ibn Qani’, Abdul Baqi
-Al- Mufid, Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Al-Nu’man (d. 413 AH), the
Reward in the Refutation of the Wrongful Repentance, achieved by: Ali
Akbar Zamani, The MillenniumConference of Sheikh Mufid, 1, (Qom,
1413 AH), p. 14; Ibn Al-Jawzi, Youssef bin Qarghali (d.654 AH), The
Remembrance of the Characteristics of the Nation by Mentioning
theCharacteristics of the Imams, achieved by: Hussain Taqi, The
Academic Council of Ahl al-Bayt (( , 2nd Edition, (Beirut, 1433 AH),
vol. 1, p. 351.
126; Ibn al-Atheer, al-Mubarak ibn Muhammad (d. 606 AH), the collector of
assets in thehadiths of the Messenger, investigated by: Abdul Qadir alArnaout, Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyya,i 1, (Beirut, 1392 AH), vol. 12, p. 376;
Al-Shanqiti, Muhammad Al-Khidr bin Sayed Abdullah(d. 1354 AH),
Kawthar Al-Maani Al-Darari in Uncovering the Secrets of Sahih AlBukhari, Al-.Resala Foundation, I 1, (Beirut, 1415 AH), vol. 5, p. 164.
achieve: Bashar Awad, West and the Muslim House, 1st Floor, (Beirut,
1422), c 1, pp. 579-580.
AH), vol. 2, p. 515-516; Ibn al-Atheer, Ali bin Muhammad (d. 630 AH), The
Lion of the Forestin the Knowledge of the Companions, Dar al-Kutub
al-Ilmiyya, (Beirut, d. T), vol. 2, pp. 131-132.
Ahmad, investigation: Abdullah bin Muhammad, Dar Treasures of Seville, 1st
Edition,(Saudi Arabia, 1427 AH), vol. 2, p. 325.
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Anas moved to Basra and lived there until he died in the year 93 AH.
See: Ibn Al-Farra,Obaid Allah bin Ali (d. 580 AH), abstraction of the
names and nicknames mentioned in thebook Al-Mutafaq wa Al-Mufraq,
investigation: Shadi bin Muhammad, Al- Nu`man Center, I1, (Yemen ,
1432), c 1, p . 27; Mazzi, Yousef bin Abdul Rahman (v 742 e),
masterpiece ofsupervision by the parties, to achieve: Abdul Samad
Sharaf al- Din, the Islamic Office, 2ndFloor, (D.mk, 1403), c 1, p . 80.
And it is she who called him seen: Ibn Hibban, Muhammad bin Hibban
(d. 354 AH),trustworthy ones, the Ottoman Encyclopedia, i 1, (India,
1395 AH), vol. 3, p. 14; Ibn al-.Atheer, The Lion of the Forest, Volume
1, pp. 249-250.
bin Qani’ (d. 351 AH), The Companions’ Dictionary, Investigation: Salah bin
Salem, Al-Ghuraba Archaeological Library, 1st Edition, (Al-Madina
Al-Munawwarah, 1418 AH), vol. 1,p. 223.
him: Woe to you and the nation of Muhammad from you and your sons,
and Marwan wascalled a false thread, he ruled after Yazid bin
Muawiyah and was killed by his wife UmmKhaled by suffocation in the
year 65 AH. Dar Sader, 1st edition, (Beirut, 1974 AD), vol. 4, pg.125;
Al-Khatib Al-Baghdadi, Ahmed bin Ali (d. 463 AH), Al-Mutafaq wa
Al-Mafraq,investigation: Muhammad Sadiq, Dar Al-Qadri, vol. 1,
(Damascus, 1417 AH), vol. 3, p. 1995.
History of Damascus, achieved by: Amr bin Gharamah, Dar Al-Fikr,
(d.mk, 1415 AH), vol. 45,.p. 37.
I
nvestigation: Boudjemaa Makri and Khaled Zouari, Dar Al-Minhaj, 1,
(Jeddah, 1428 AH),vol. 1, p. 302.
Madina Al-Munawwarah, 1418 AH), vol. 1, p. 294; Investigation:
Abdullah Al-Leithi, Dar Al-Marefa, 1st Edition, (Beirut 1407 AH), vol.
1, p. 289.
of Concerns, Al-Mataba al-Asriyya, (Beirut, 1418 AH), pg. 480; AlRagheb Al-Isfahani, Al-Hussein bin Muhammad (d. 502 AH), literary
lectures and dialogues with poets an.rhetoricians, Dar Al-Arqam
Company, I 1, (Beirut, 1420 AH), vol. 1, p. 490.
of his army, he died in Medina during the reign of Abdul Malik bin
Marwan and it was saidthat he died in the year 86 of the Hijrah. and
others, Dar scientific books, i 1, (Beirut, 1418), c 2, p . 153; al - Khatib
al - Baghdadi, Ahmed bin Ali (d . 463 AH), the history of Baghdad, to
Saad, Al-Tabaqat, Vol. 6, p. 232; Al-Ajli, Ahmed bin Abdullah (d. 261
AH), knowingtrustworthy men of knowledge and hadith and among the
weak, and mentioning theirdoctrines and news, investigation: Abdul
Halim Abdul-Azim, Al-Dar Library, 1, (Medina, 1405 AH), pg. 106.
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